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 Android App: 
 Created a flow diagram for the interface 

 Able to detect place stickers for location based services 

 Running more test on place sticker’s ID, Distance 

 GridView interface for the artworks 

 Working on GridView update problem 

 Added Upload button 

 Added animation for the Upload button 

 Added Start Tour button 

 Went to Osaka University to talk about communication 
between desktop and android device. 

 

 



 Fix GridView interface bug (showing repeated images 
randomly and missing the others) 

 Able to retrieve artwork description from a text file (considering 
using a database instead for easy management) 

 Run more experiments on placeStickers 

 Setup layout for the rest of interfaces. 

 Attend android/touch table meeting on Wed. 

 Research on MySQL, php, apache, and myphpAdmin 

 Research on android video player 

 Search for options to communicate between touch table and 
android device. 

 



 Thousands of people gathered around Kawaramachi 
Dori to see the Japanese floats at night before Geon 
festival’s big parade 

 A temporary night market was set up a the same time 

 Many special foods were sold at the night market 

 



Japanese floats at night around 
Kawaranmachi Dori 

Temporary night market selling nice foods 



Akshay holding potato mouchi 

Many people wearing kimono for the 
night market 



 Gion Matsuri – One of the biggest summer festival 
(14th~16th) before the floats grand parade. 

 Street vendors are on the each side of the street. Food 
prices are doubled. 

 Similar street vendors are everywhere with diferent 
price. 

 



The first float that will lead the 
Rest of the floats 

Each float is trying to sell goods to raise money 



Traditional rice mochi for the 
Matsuri 

She’s eating a noodle burger! 
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